


OGGETTO:  “ELBA 6 LEGS®” Active Weeks SPECIAL for dogs owners 

Elba Excursions ASD, Active Club multisport CONI/OPES affiliate has been involved in sports, social 
promotion activities and sports tourism since 1998. 

Since 2017, our dog activity has begun in the local unit near Bologna, with the brand "CINOFEELING.IT". 
Thanks to our Staff, trained with the best Technical Courses and above all a lot of experience, we provide 
specific services, educational stays and special holidays with your dog at 360°. 

The location for our “ELBA A 6 ZAMPE®” is ideal for always being safe. The area includes our bases 
FABRICIA and GROTTE are completely DOG FRIENDLY accommodation facilities, close to each other only 
800m by sea and 10' by car. The bay, which is entirely shallow, allows us to have no maritime traffic around 
and a lot of operational tranquility for surface and coastal activities with animals and more. 

The vehicles used at sea are equipped with a First Aid Kit, oxygen cylinder and administration kit. 

A defibrillator is operational at the headquarters and there is a "Lifeguard Assistance" service. 

Participants will always be followed by skilled Instructors and Guides. 

The week/period will take place with 2 integrated programmes, "CINOFEELING" for the part dedicated to 
our 4-legged friends, and "BLUE" (optional, to be indicated when booking) for people, also with excursions 
and activities in confined waters (swimming pool), sea and boat. Finally, leisure activities can be added. 

The first day will be dedicated to learning about logistics, the accommodation facility, the rules and how to 
move within it. you will get to know animals and people in order to integrate immediately. 

At the end of the week/period, small checks will be carried out on the animals, and then a Certificate of 
Participation will be delivered, also useful as a facilitated and DISCOUNTED entry to the additional Camps 
in which they can participate later. 

Minimum number of participants 6, maximum 12 

“ELBA A 6 ZAMPE” ACTIVITY/CINOFEELING.IT: 

NOSE WORK 

Attention BRING your dog's favorite snack, cubes of Grana cheese, dried meat, chicken frankfurters. 

TREKKING & PAWS 

Attention Necessary equipment: trekking shoes, comfortable clothing. For the dog: H-harness, 3 m 
adjustable training leash, or lead, NO FLEXY, NO CHOKE COLLAR. BRING water and bowl. 

BEHAVIOR & SOCIALIZATION, GAMES AND ACTIVITIES IN WATER 

AVAILABLE ON PAYMENT RESERVATION: 

BOAT EXCURSIONS (Private and group) RENTAL BOATS/DINGHIES - DIVES - DIVING and MINI SUB 
COURSES (8-14 years) - PERSONAL SCUBA TRAINING COURSES - SCOOTER RENTAL - 

N.B. WE RECOMMEND seeing ALL the optional extra activities on the website: elbaexcursions.it/en/ 

Extra activities are always followed by the staff, the program is subject to change based on the 
number of students and weather conditions 



Social participation fees*: 

“Pack “ELBA A 6 ZAMPE®”* FULL WEEK”: 

Euro 150.00/dog 

Euro 240.00/02 dogs (same member) 

Euro 120.00/host (“BLUE” Programme) 

*Includes: Pack 06 activities (approximately 2 hours each) 

“Pack “ELBA A 6 ZAMPE®”* LIGHT WEEK”: 

Euro 75.00/dog 

Euro 120.00/02 dogs (same member) 

Euro 75.00/host (“Blue” Programme) 

*Includes: Pack 03 activities (approximately 2 hours each) 

*Prices include: 

Activities and courses package, including any equipment in use and/or vehicle rental (approximately 3 
hours/day on average - Dog/Person) 

“Basic Member” card with insurance 

Backpack with program kit 

Certificate of participation/qualification 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

ACCOMMODATION AGREEMENTS 
You can combine the “ELBA BLUE CAMP®” package with accommodation in our 
affiliated facilities: 

• HOTEL FABRICIA**** where we have our headquarters and most of our activities take 
place 

• HOTEL GROTTE DEL PARADISO** (B&B only) where we have our own local unit, 10' by car 
from our. site 

• RESIDENCE at 500m. from our headquarters, reachable on foot 

N.B. To take advantage of the "ACCOMMODATION AGREEMENTS", indicate the week 
chosen for the camp and the number of people at elbaexcursions@gmail.com 

FERRY AGREEMENTS 

All participants can take advantage of our ferries/ferry agreements 
by following the instructions on our website: www.elbaexcursions.it/en/ 
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